Relationship between stroke volume and sympathetic nerve activity: new insights about autonomic mechanisms of syncope.
Head-up tilt table experiments conducted in astronauts prior to and immediately after the NASA Neurolab Space Mission (STS-90) revealed that a reduction in stroke volume induced by moving from the supine to upright posture was associated with increased muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA). Although this finding was not unexpected, lower average stroke volume and greater average MSNA measured after space flight in both supine and upright postures were positioned in a linear fashion on the same stroke volume-MSNA stimulus-response relationship as the average pre-flight stroke volume and MSNA responses. Since all astronauts who participated in the Neurolab orthostatic experiments completed the 10-min tilt table tests, these observations supported the notion that sympathetic reflex responses were not altered but functioned adequately after space flight in non-presyncopal subjects. In contrast to the Neurolab results, development of orthostatic hypotension and presyncopal events reported in astronauts during standing after space flight have been accompanied by attenuated peripheral vasoconstriction and less elevation in plasma concentrations of norepinephrine. The association between circulating norepinephrine (NE) and peripheral vascular resistance in presyncopal astronauts after space flight led to the conclusion that postflight presyncope can be attributed to a combination of inherently low-resistance responses, a strong dependence on volume status, and relative hypoadrenergic function. In the present investigation, we used graded levels of lower body negative pressure (LBNP) to produce linear reductions in stroke volume and performed direct measurements of MSNA to test the hypotheses that (1) elevations in MSNA during central hypovolemia are proportional (i.e., linear) with reductions in stroke volume and; (2) that the slope of the stroke volume-MSNA relationship will be reduced in presyncopal subjects.